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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

• Inflation is back with a vengeance in the Eurozone, sending the cost of living to record 

highs. Aside from pandemic-related base and one-off effects, snarled-up global supply 

chains have failed to keep up with post-pandemic demand. To add to this, the war in 

Ukraine and sweeping lockdowns due to China’s zero-Covid policy have further disrupted 

trade flows and contributed to exploding commodity prices – notably for energy. Europe 

has been particularly affected, given its stronger reliance on energy imports and the recent 

depreciation of the euro to a five-year low against the US dollar. 

 

• Is the worst yet to come? Without an EU embargo on oil and gas imports from Russia, 

headline inflation is very likely to peak in the second quarter of 2022. Inflation dynamics 

will hinge on energy and food price developments, which explain around two-thirds of the 

current surge. As negative base effects phase in over time, still-elevated core inflation will 

become the driver of consumer price pressures next year. We expect Eurozone inflation to 

register at 6.5% y/y this year and 2.5% y/y next year. Core inflation will remain unusually 

high during our forecast period, settling at 3.0% y/y and 2.5% y/y on average – more than 

twice the rate observed during the decade running up to the Covid-19 shock.  

 

• Rising stagflation risks put the ECB in a dilemma—a first rate hike in September seems 

probable. Higher inflation and lower growth impose hard policy trade-offs in a world 

where classic aggregate demand support has little impact in the face of strong cost-push 

pressures causing negative supply shocks. The disappointing Q1 GDP performance across 

the Eurozone underlines the economic costs of the war in Ukraine as well as the heightened 

risk of a stagflation scenario. We expect economic growth to evolve below consensus over 

the near term, which should also put a dampener on wage pressures and support a more 

dovish stance. However, clearer signs of second-round effects in wage growth and inflation 

expectations could require an earlier tightening. 
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How high could inflation go in the Eurozone? 

The Eurozone is facing the highest price pressures since the 1970s. Headline 

inflation reached 7.5% y/y in April (up from 7.4% y/y in March), with almost 60% 

explained by energy inflation. Europe has been hit particularly hard, given its 

stronger reliance on energy imports and the recent depreciation of the euro to a five-

year low against the US dollar. 

 

What is driving current inflation pressures? Aside from pandemic-related base and 

one-off effects, the surge is largely due to the combination of a strong re-opening 

momentum and snarled-up supply chains as the fragile global production and 

distribution system failed to keep up with post-pandemic demand, especially for 

goods. Russia’s war with Ukraine has further exacerbated inflation dynamics, driven 

above all by a sharp increase in commodity prices – notably for energy. More 

recently, China’s zero-Covid policy and the related lockdowns of important industrial 

centers have put additional strain on supply chains, which threatens to keep shipping 

costs and producer prices higher for longer. As the war in Ukraine drags on and 

eradicating the Covid-19 virus becomes an ever more elusive goal, the implications 

of the rising cost of living are far-reaching and raise hard questions about the 

adequacy of commonly used inflation models and in turn policy choices derived from 

these.  

 

Figure 1: Evolution of headline and core inflation (y/y, %)  

 

Sources: Refinitiv, Allianz Research 

Inflation keeps surprising on the upside, and pipeline price pressures are still building, 

suggesting that the peak remains ahead. However, past inflation dynamics suggest 

that the second-round effects of the initial price shocks (especially food and energy) 

will gradually abate over the course of the year. While the Eurozone has been 

exposed to cost shocks before, the magnitude and the underlying causes for the 

current price shocks are unusual, which could lead to a case of inflation remaining 

higher for longer. Structural changes due to an inefficient reallocation of resources 

during the post-pandemic recovery could also lead to different inflation dynamics. 
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For instance, global supply chains may have been permanently damaged, or the 

labor market may turn out much tighter than the unemployment rate would suggest. 

 

We use two model-based approaches to forecast the development of Eurozone 

inflation over the next two years. We specify a “component model” to measure the 

strong impact of energy prices on headline inflation by unpacking the inflation 

dynamics in separate sub-components. Our component model relies on four separate 

models, one for each sub-component, with headline inflation defined as the weighted 

sum of four subcomponent indices for energy, food, services and goods. Core inflation 

consists of the less volatile services and goods components. By aggregating the 

results, we compute headline and core inflation forecasts. To measure the structural 

effects of current price pressures on core inflation, we follow the canonical approach 

of an augmented forward-looking Phillips curve model (“global model”) based on a 

single equation (see Technical Annex, Tables A1-A4). Both models are estimated with 

a simple ordinary-least square (OLS) regressions with efficient lag structures and all 

variables in first differences.  

 

Our model results suggest that rising energy prices will continue to drive inflation 

dynamics this year, causing headline inflation to remain substantially higher than 

core inflation. The situation should reverse only in H1 2023 once negative base 

effects kick-in more forcefully (Figure 1).  In the past, the energy component used to 

be largely explained by the oil price and the EUR-USD exchange rate. However, 

following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the resulting energy price shock, the role 

of the gas component in explaining energy inflation has risen to around 30%. 

Historically, core inflation accounted for 55% of consumer price increases in the 

period between 2001 and 2021. In 2022, we estimate that only 35% of headline 

inflation will be attributable to core inflation, with the remainder explained by food 

(17%) and energy (48%) (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Contribution to headline inflation by component (%) 

 

Sources: Refinitiv, Allianz Research. Note: “Pre-Covid” and “Covid-19” cover the time periods 

Q1 2001-Q4 2019 and Q1 2020-Q4 2021, respectively. 
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Figure 3: Evolution of headline and core inflation by component (y/y %, quarterly 

average) 

 

Sources: Refinitiv, Allianz Research. Note: */ includes the energy component with oil prices and 

natural gas; the variable selection for the services and goods component models does not vary 

with the estimation horizon (Q1 2020 and Q4 2021). 

Headline inflation will start declining only later in the year. Given the key role of 

energy prices in current inflation dynamics, we simulate different energy price 

scenarios and their impact on headline inflation (Figure 3). We expect headline 

inflation to peak in Q2 2022 based on our baseline oil and gas forecasts, which 

excludes an EU embargo on Russian oil and gas imports (Figure 4); this result would 

still hold even if energy prices remain constant at current elevated levels until the end 

of next year. However, oil and gas prices are likely to decline in the absence of further 

political escalation, and if they do, we expect disinflationary forces (also due to base 

effects) to weigh on headline inflation next year. In our adverse scenario (“black-out”) 

of an EU embargo on Russian energy exports further raising energy prices, the peak 

of headline inflation would be delayed until the end of the year; this would cause 

significant carryover effects into 2023, when headline inflation could reach close to 

5% on average. We find that energy prices would need to increase by 5% each 

quarter on average this year for inflation to remain above 3% next year. Current 

inflation swaps spreads seem to have already priced in an adverse scenario, 

suggesting an increase of energy prices by almost 10% each quarter on average, 

consistent with our model estimates. 
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Figure 4: Headline inflation paths under different energy price scenarios (y/y %, 

quarterly average) 

 

Sources: Refinitiv, Allianz Research. Note: 1/ based on Allianz Research oil & gas forecasts 

(quarterly smoothed; Figure 5 below); 2/ Inflation swaps at one-year and two-year maturities. 

 

Over the medium term, we expect core inflation to be back in the driving seat. We 

complement our components approach with an augmented Phillips curve model 

(“global model”) to capture the fundamental inflation trend. Among others, this 

model links core inflation to the output gap (i.e., the degree of underutilized resources 

in the economy), US headline inflation (to account for the global nature of current 

cost-push shocks) and the EURUSD exchange rate (to reflect the rise of imported 

inflation due to the weakening euro; see Annex, Table A4). We assume that there is 

still sufficient slack in the economy (the output gap is expected to close only after 

next year), with Eurozone GDP still below its pre-pandemic level. Like in the 

components approach, we estimate the model at first differences. To ensure 

comparability as well as to mitigate potentially distorting estimation results from the 

pandemic, we differentiate between two main sample periods: one prior to the 

pandemic and one incorporating effects from the pandemic. We further differentiate, 

at least in the post-Covid-19 sample, between market- as well as survey-based 

inflation expectations. The model suggests that Eurozone core inflation should 

remain in a range between 2.2% and 2.4% until end-2023. It therefore confirms the 

results of the component model (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Eurozone −−−−    comparison of core inflation forecast using the component 

and global models (%)  

 

Sources: Refinitiv, Allianz Research 

Table 1: Macroeconomic projections (%)  

 

Sources: ECB, Refinitiv, Allianz Research 

In this context, stagflation risks put ECB in a dilemma 

How should the ECB react? The next few months will be critical, especially when the 

ECB presents its latest macroeconomic projections at the June and September policy 

meetings. Higher inflation and lower growth impose hard policy trade-offs in a world 

where classic aggregate demand support has little impact amid strong cost-push 

pressures causing negative supply shocks. The disappointing Q1 GDP performance 

across the Eurozone underlines the economic costs of the war in Ukraine as well as 

the heightened risk of a stagflation scenario.  

Overall, we expect Eurozone inflation to register at 6.5% in 2022 and 2.5% in 2023, 

with core inflation settling at 3.0% and 2.5%, respectively (Table 1). Notably, the 

jump in food inflation in the recent April inflation release could be troublesome, given 

its strong impact on households’ inflation expectations. We expect economic growth 

to evolve below consensus this year and especially next year, which should also put 

a dampener on wage pressures and support a more dovish stance (with a first rate 

hike only expected in September). A sharper slowdown in growth or the potential for 

fragmentation due to sovereign stresses could lead to a slower policy normalization. 
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However, clearer signs of second-round effects in wage growth and inflation 

expectations could require an earlier tightening.1  

Mounting concerns about the surge in inflation have led to a cautious pivot 

towards a more hawkish monetary stance, which might be short-lived. Some ECB 

officials have already flagged the possibility of an end to QE as soon as July, together 

with a first rate hike. Markets have fully embraced the hawkish narrative, pricing the 

terminal policy rate in contractionary territory above most neutral rate estimates 

(Figure 6). In contrast to the US, where markets already expect a reversal of monetary 

policy and are pricing in rate cuts as early as H2 2023, short-term rates in the 

Eurozone still exhibit a normal (albeit front-loaded) cycle. Given the weakening 

activity and the high traction of US monetary policy on global short-term rates, we 

believe that inflation expectations will converge at some point, resulting in a shorter 

hiking cycle in the Eurozone. 

Figure 6: ECB policy rate expectations reach contractionary territory 

 

Sources: Refinitiv, Allianz Research 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 In fact, pandemic-induced inflation could soon abate if the EU were to impose a comprehensive embargo on energy 

imports from Russia, which would plunge the Eurozone into a recession this year, likely causing debt-deflationary forces 

to take hold again. In this situation, we do not expect monetary policy tightening over the near term. 
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Annex 1: Technical Background 

Model specification and additional information 

• All OLS regressions  are estimated with variables in first differences to ensure 

stationarity (i.e., mean value of zero) over the sample period of more than 15 

years, using quarterly values (from Q1 1997 until Q1 2022). For each quarter of 

the forecast horizon, we add the predicted change of the inflation rate to the 

inflation rate observed during the previous quarter.2  

 

• We refrain from using model choices if the most efficient specification would 

just only one explanatory variable. We consider mode choices outside 

optimization the p-value for information criteria to prevent overfitted models.3 

 

• The “global model” for core inflation complements the components model and 

helps us: (1) verify the results from the components model (at least for core 

inflation); (2) derive the impact of additional variables (other than the ones 

included in the specific models for inflation subcomponents); (3) include 

inflation expectations as an explanatory factor into the model by relying on 

both, market- and survey-based measures (at least in the post-Covid-19 

sample), and (4) obtain a medium- rather than short-term projection of 

inflation. For the “global model” we differentiate between two main sample 

periods to ensure comparability as well as to mitigate potentially distorting 

estimation results caused by the pandemic: one prior to the pandemic (until Q2 

2019) and one incorporating effects from the pandemic (until Q2 2021).4 

 

  

 
2 In some cases, we obtained a better fit whenever y/y changes have been computed with logarithmic differences.  
3
 We rely on the Akaike and Bayesian-Schwarz information criteria. The related analyses have been completed using 

stepwise “best subset” regressions in R. 
4 In contrast to a similar approach taken by Addih and others (2018), we did not include the lag of core CPI since to 

prevent bias estimates when including the autoregressive component. 
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Additional exhibits 

Table A1: Eurozone −−−− specification of model for headline inflation (component model) 

INDEX SUBCOMPONENT VARIABLES MODEL 

Headline 

Core 

Services 

Labor cost index (LCI) for 

services, and 

unemployment rate [or 

capacity utilization (CU) in 

services] 

Δ�������	
���=  Δ�������	
���+  Δ�������	
�����
+ � Δ���������������

Δ������	
���
� 

Goods 

LCI for industry and 

construction,  

CU in manufacturing, and 

oil price 

Δ����  !��=  Δ���	"!#���$_
 "���#
�	 "��&+  Δ���	"!#���$_
 "���#
�	 "���+  Δ��'("#)(
�#�	"��*++  Δ,-���. 

Food 

CRB foodstuff index,  

oil price,  

producer price index (PPI) 

for non-durable goods 

Δ���)  !�=  Δ�/0)  ! � + Δ�/0)  ! ���+ Δ�/0)  ! ��. +  Δ,-���&  
+  Δ����  +  Δ�����& 

Energy 
Oil price  

[and natural gas price] 2/ 

Δ����"���$ �=   Δ,-��  +  Δ,-����  
+ � Δ123�  +  Δ123��& 

+ Δ(,-�� − ,-���� ) � 

Source: Allianz Research. Note: 1/ Brent in USD * USD/EUR exchange rate; 2/ natural gas price in EUR. 
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Table A2: Eurozone −−−−    specification of model for core inflation (global model) 

INDEX SAMPLE VARIABLES* MODEL 

Core 

Pre-Covid 1/ 

US consumer price index 

(CPI),  

oil price,  

output gap,  

inflation expectations (5y5y 

inflation fwd swap) 

Δ78 ��9��=  Δ �: �����& +  Δ �: �����.+  Δ�9;<�,-�� +  Δ�9;<�,-���&+  Δ�9;<�,-���. +  Δ,;��;�=2���&+  Δ5�5�-�?�. 3A2���. 

US CPI,  

oil price,  

net effective exchange rate 

(NEER),  

inflation expectations (5y5y 

inflation fwd swap) 

Δ78 ��9��=  Δ �: ���� +  Δ �: �����.+  Δ�9;<�,-�� +  Δ�9;<�,-���&+  Δ�9;<�,-���. +  ΔB77/��&+  Δ5�5�-�?�. 3A2���. 

Post-Covid 2/ 

US CPI,  

oil price,  

output gap,  

NEER,  

inflation expectations (5y5y 

inflation fwd swap) 

Δ78 ��9��
=  Δ �: ����
+  Δ�9;<�,-���� �+ Δ,;��;�=2���. 

+ Δ,;��;�=2���� 
�

+  ΔB77/��& +  Δ5�5�-�?�. 3A2���. 

Oil price,  

output gap, 

NEER, 

inflation expectations (ZEW 

long-term inflation 

expectations) 3/ 

78 ��9��
=   Δ�9;<�,-����
+  Δ,;��;�=2���� 
+  ΔB77/��& +  Δ87C��. 

Source: Allianz Research. Note: Oil price = Brent oil price in USD * USD/EUR; natural gas in EUR. Note: */ 

compared to the components model, some explanatory variables were included on a level basis (output gap, 

NEER, and 5y5y inflation expectations); 1/ estimation window until Q4 2019; 2/ estimation window until Q2 

2021; 3/ ZEW inflation expectations only become significant when the model is estimated over a historical 

time period that includes the COVID-19 crisis (which requires US CPI to be omitted due to multicollinearity). 
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INDEX SAMPLE VARIABLES* MODEL 

Core 

Pre-Covid 1/ 

US consumer price index 

(CPI),  

oil price,  

output gap,  

inflation expectations (5y5y 

inflation fwd swap) 

Δ78 ��9��=  Δ �: �����& +  Δ �: �����.+  Δ�9;<�,-�� +  Δ�9;<�,-���&+  Δ�9;<�,-���. +  Δ,;��;�=2���&+  Δ5�5�-�?�. 3A2���. 

US CPI,  

oil price,  

net effective exchange rate 

(NEER),  

inflation expectations (5y5y 

inflation fwd swap) 

Δ78 ��9��=  Δ �: ���� +  Δ �: �����.+  Δ�9;<�,-�� +  Δ�9;<�,-���&+  Δ�9;<�,-���. +  ΔB77/��&+  Δ5�5�-�?�. 3A2���. 

Post-Covid 2/ 

US CPI,  

oil price,  

output gap,  

NEER,  

inflation expectations (5y5y 

inflation fwd swap) 

Δ78 ��9��
=  Δ �: ����
+  Δ�9;<�,-���� �+ Δ,;��;�=2���. 

+ Δ,;��;�=2���� 
�

+  ΔB77/��& +  Δ5�5�-�?�. 3A2���. 

Oil price,  

output gap, 

NEER, 

inflation expectations (ZEW 

long-term inflation 

expectations) 3/ 

78 ��9��
=   Δ�9;<�,-����
+  Δ,;��;�=2���� 
+  ΔB77/��& +  Δ87C��. 

Source: Allianz Research. Note: Crude Oil = Brent in USD * USD/EUR; Gas in EUR. Note: */ Compared to the components 

model, not all explanatory variables were incorporated (output gap, NEER, and 5y5y inflation expectations); 1/ estimation 

window until Q4 2019; 2/ estimation window until Q2 2021; 3/ The ZEW inflation expectations only become significant 

when the model is estimated over a historical time period that includes the COVID-19 crisis (which requires US CPI to be 

omitted due to multicollinearity). 
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Figure A1: Eurozone −−−−    correlation matrix of model variables for core inflation (global model) 

 
 

Source: Allianz Research  
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Table A3: Eurozone−−−−model results for headline inflation (component model) 

Independent 

Variable 

Energy 

(excl. gas) 

 

Energy 

(incl. gas) 

 

Food 

 

Goods 

 

Services 

(incl. CU) 

 

Services 

(incl. unempl.) 

 

Δ Crude Oil  0.147*** 0.157*** -0.008**    

Δ Crude Oil t-1 0.037***      

Δ Crude Oil t-2 0.033***      

Δ Crude Oil t-3 0.041***   -0.003*   

Δ Crude Oil t-7 0.028** 0.023**     

Δ Gas 

Δ Gas t-1  

0.508*** x 

-0.103* 

    

Δ PPI t 

Δ PPI t-1  

 0.215* x 

0.581*** x 

   

Δ CRB t-2   -0.010*    

Δ LCI I&C t-1 

Δ LCI I&C t-2  

  0.061* x 

-0.065* 

  

Δ CU Manuf. t 

Δ CU Manuf. t-2  

  0.023* x 

0.057*** x 

  

Δ EUR/USD t-1    -0.011* x   

Δ CU Services t-3 

Δ CU Services t-4 

Δ CU Services t-6  

   -0.114** x 

0.088*x 

-0.221*** x 

 

Δ Unempl. t 

Δ Unempl. t-1 

Δ Unempl. t-2 

Δ Unempl. t-3  

   -0.419** x 

-0.278* x 

0.628*** x 

0.323* x 

 

Δ LCI Business t-1 

Δ LCI Business t-2 

Δ LCI Business t-5 
 

   0.098** x 

 

0.103** x 

x 

0.079* x 

 

 

Source: Allianz Research  
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Table A4: Eurozone −−−−    model results for core inflation (global model)  

Independent Variable 
Pre-Covid 

(excl. NEER) 

 

Pre-Covid 

(excl. output 

gap) 

 

Post-Covid 

(5y5y infl. 

swap) 

 

Post-Covid 

(5y5y infl. 

swap) 

 

Post-Covid  

(ZEW infl. exp.) 

    

Δ Crude Oil  -0.002** -0.004**    

Δ Crude Oil t-1 0.003*     

Δ Crude Oil t-3 -0.004* -0.003**    

Δ Crude Oil t-4   0.002* 0.001* -0.002* 

Δ US CPI t 

Δ US CPI t-3 

-0.083* 

0.090* x 

0.082* 

0.075* x 

0.044* 0.051* x  

Δ Outputgap t-1 

Δ Outputgap t-3 

Δ Outputgap t-4 

0.133** 

 

  

 

 

-0.055** x 

 

 

 

0.047* x 

 

 

 

0.046* x 

Δ NEERt-1 -0.024* -0.024* -0.035** -0.036** -0.026* 

Δ ZEWt-3 

Δ 5y5y Infl. Swap t-3 -0.144* x -0.147* x 

 

-0.182 

 

-0.242* 

-0.002* 

 

 

Source: Allianz Research 

 

Table A5: Eurozone −−−−    sources of forecasts for explanatory variables (both models)  

Sources Sources Sources Sources ----    ForecastsForecastsForecastsForecasts    

Variable 
Oil Gas PPI CRB 

LCI – 

Ind. & 

Const. 

LCI - 

Busine

ss 

CU - 

Manuf

act 

CU - 

Servic

es 

Un-

empl. 

Outp

ut 

gap 

US 

CPI 
NEER ZEW 

5y5y 

infl. 

swap 

Own forecast X X X         X         X X 

Futures contracts X X   X                     

Oxford Economics         X X X   X X X X     

 

Source: Allianz Research  
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Figure A2: Eurozone −−−−    additional model results for headline and core inflation (%)  
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These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below. 

 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward-

looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and 

unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed  

or implied in such forward-looking statements.  

Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive 

situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets 

(particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events, including 

from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and trends,  

(v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, 

(viii) currency exchange rates including the EUR/USD exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including 

tax regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization measures,  

and (xi) general competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these 

factors may be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences. 

 

NO DUTY TO UPDATE 

The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward-looking statement contained herein,  

save for any information required to be disclosed by law.  


